
Program Components

Introduction

This guide introduces the program components available for digits Texas—Savvas' 
comprehensive middle school math program.

digits Texas offers integrated instructional content designed to both optimize teachers’ 
and students’ time and to personalize learning. The digits Texas program components 
are managed and delivered through Savvas' SuccessNet® Plus platform. 

Digital Content and Student Companion

The digits Texas curriculum is delivered by way of digital content, combined with a write-in 
Student Companion. 

Students learn with the digital content and then use their write-in Student Companions to 
record their responses and demonstrate mathematical understanding. Writing in their own 
books and recording their thinking gives students a sense of ownership in their learning. 
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Teacher Resources

Flexible Teacher Resources consist of both online digital content and print components. 
The portal to the online digital content is located at the teacher site MATHdashboard.com/
digitsTexas. An additional platform—Savvas DASH—offers digital lessons embedded with 
student resources for any device with online access. The print components include the 
Teacher’s Edition Program Overview Guide and Unit Teacher Guides. There is also a DVD for 
offline access to the digital lessons.

digits Dashboard

MATHdashboard.com/digitsTexas is the command central where teachers can find program 
support and access their digits course via SuccessNet® Plus. Here, teachers can also view 
training tutorials and a link to the Community Connection site for frequently asked questions 
and support. MATHdashboard is updated regularly with author messages, digits Texas 
training, and helpful links.

Student Package

The Student Package consists of the online digital content accessed through the student 
site, MyMathUniverse.com/digitsTexas, the write-in Student Companion (print and ACTIVe-
book), and the Homework Helper.
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MyMathUniverse.com/digitsTexas

MyMathUniverse.com/digitsTexas is a digits portal where students can watch entertaining 
videos about the math they are learning and log in to their student accounts on SuccessNet® 
Plus. 

Homework Helper

The Homework Helper is a hard-bound reference book that includes worked-out examples, 
key concepts, and a set of homework exercises. This resource supports students without 
online access.

SuccessNet® Plus

After logging in to SuccessNet® Plus, teachers can view the Table of Contents by clicking the 
digits course on the teacher home page. The Table of Contents displays a list of folders and 
icons that provide access to the program materials.
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Table of Contents

The digits Table of Contents page is the starting point to access all classroom teaching 
materials. The folders and icons are color coded to represent On-Level, Prerequisites, 
Intervention, Topic Project, and Assessment resources. To open a folder and see the 
contents inside, click the plus sign next to the folder. To launch content indicated by an icon, 
click the item’s name. Another option is to click the drop-down button, and then choose 
Preview from the Options drop-down menu. 

Evaluator’s Guides

The Evalutator’s Guides folder contains information on how to navigate and use 
the TEKS – ELPS Correlation. Watch the video, and then review the Evaluator’s 
Guide and How to Navigate Digits.
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TEKS – EPLS Correlation

The TEKS – ELPS Correlation folder contains information about the digits Texas 
correlations to both the Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills (TEKS) and 
English Language Proficiency Standards (ELPS). Open the subfolders to find 
references for both teachers and students.

Teacher Orientation

The Teacher Orientation folder contains a quick overview of the Table of 
Contents, a guide to common tasks for teachers, a downloadable version of the 
Program Overview Guide, and a technical manual for using the online platform.

Units

The Unit folders contain subfolders with the Readiness Assessment, Enrichment 
Support, and topics that are taught in that unit.

Topics

Topic folders are broken down further into a Readiness Lesson, on-level lessons, 
and topic tests.

Prerequisites Lesson

Prerequisites folders and files are indicated by purple icons and have an “r” 
before the lesson number. Each Prerequisites folder contains the following 
items: 

• Prerequisites lessons
• Activity sheets
• Homework
• Teacher Guide
• Lesson Plan
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On-Level Lesson

Each on-level lesson contains four parts.

Class Lesson

Click the lesson icon to open a new window that launches the on-level lesson.

Homework Files

Open the Homework folders to access MathXL® for School homework files. The 
homework files consist of Homework and Mixed Review. To launch the leveled 
Homework assignments, use the drop-down menu, and then choose between 
Level G and Level K in the Preview option. Level G homework is for on-level 
students. Level K homework consists of a reteaching assignment for students 
who work below grade level. 

Print homework options include the Homework Helper two-volume reference book and 
printable homework PDFs on the Teacher Resources DVD.
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Teacher Guide

The Teacher Guide provides pacing and instructional support before, during, 
and after the lesson. This guide opens as a PDF. 

Lesson Plans

Click the Lessons Plans icon to open a complete editable lesson plan with 
suggested content and specifications. Lesson plans can be customized and 
converted to PDFs for printing.
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Topic Assessments

The Topic Test folder contains all of the materials for each Topic Assessment, 
including a launch icon to take the test on MathXL® for School, a study plan, 
and a printable Topic Assessment with an answer key.

Progress Monitoring

The Progress Monitoring folder contains the Beginning of the Year Diagnostic 
Test and the unit assessments. Students take the unit assessments online 
through MathXL® for School or on paper using a printable PDF.

Topic Project

The Topic Project folder contains unit-based enrichment projects that require 
students to demonstrate deeper understanding of the unit concepts through 
research and creativity. Each project includes a teacher support page. The Topic 
Project’s flexible design means that teachers can assign it as independent work, 
group work, or whole-class work. The project provides a challenge for accelerated students 
and can be assigned at any time in a unit.

Intervention

The Intervention folder contains full intervention lessons for Response to 
Intervention (RtI) support. Intervention folders and files are indicated by 
orange icons and have an “i” before the lesson icon.

Each Intervention folder contains the following items:

• Intervention lesson
• Journal pages
• Practice sets
• Journal with answers
• Teacher Guide
• Lesson Plan
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Math Tools

Click the Math Tools icon to open a new window to view a list of the Math Tools. 
Math Tools for the digits Texas program are virtual manipulatives that enable 
users to interact with, develop, and model math concepts on an interactive 
white board or computer. 



Glossary

Click the Vocabulary icon to open the Vocabulary and Key Concepts (glossary) 
in a new window. The glossary contains a comprehensive list of all of the 
vocabulary in the digits course. When teachers access Vocabulary and Key 
Concepts within a lesson, the vocabulary of the specific lesson is presorted 
in a list. 

Technical Manual

The Technical Manual is a how-to guide to help teachers get started on the 
SuccessNet® Plus platform.

Review

This guide introduced the online digital content and program components available 
for Savvas' middle grades math program—digits Texas.
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